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Abstract

Many methods have been developed for inducing cause from statistical data� Those employ�

ing linear regression have historically been discounted� due to their inability to distinguish true

from spurious cause� We present a regression�based statistic that avoids this problem by sepa�

rating direct and indirect in�uences� We use this statistic in two causal induction algorithms�

each taking a di�erent approach to constructing causal models� We demonstrate empirically the

accuracy of these algorithms�
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� Causal Modeling

Causal modeling is a method for representing complex causal relationships within a set of variables�
Often� these relationships are presented in a directed� acyclic graph� Each node in the graph
represents a variable in the set� while the links between nodes represent direct� causal relationships
that follow the direction of the link� Each link is annotated with the attributes of the relationship�
for example� a numeric weight value is often used to indicate the strength of the linear� relationship
between the two variables� In addition� the annotations will indicate any relationships that are non�
linear� An example of a causal model is shown in �gure 
�
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Figure 
� A simple causal model

This model shows direct causal in�uences between X� and X�� X� and X�� X� and Y � and X�

and Y � as indicated by the coe�cients of the links� these in�uences have strength ��� ���� ��� and
�� respectively� We refer to the variable Y as the sink variable� in that it has no outgoing links
and thus �absorbs� all in�uences� Note that each predicted variable has an additional in�uence�
�i� these error terms account for unexplained variance in the data� such as measurement error or
unrecorded in�uences� We can also represent this model as a set of structural equations�

X� � ��X� � ���X� � ��

Y � ��X� � ��X� � ��

Causal models are built in order to provide an explicit� understandable description of the causal
in�uences within some system of variables� In the past� causal models were constructed manually
and �ne�tuned to re�ect features found in the data� Recently� considerable e�ort has been directed
towards automatically deriving a causal model from the probability distributions found in the data�
a process called causal induction���� ��

The problem of inducing cause from data alone is notoriously di�cult� Suppes �	� established
three reasonable criteria for a causal relationship� covariance� control� and temporal precedence�
The covariance� or similarity� between two variables� can be measured through simple statistical
tests� In order to show control� we must ensure that no other variables are responsible for this
covariance� this feature can also be tested statistically� with one of many conditional independence

tests�� Unfortunately� we meet a considerable obstacle when trying to show temporal precedence�
the occurrence of one variable �before� another cannot be proven from post�hoc data alone� Thus�
without additional knowledge or experimentation� any so�called causal relationship will remain a
hypothesis�

Several methods have been developed for statistically hypothesizing temporal precedence� Many
of these utilize the distributions of the statistics expected for certain con�gurations of variables in

�Conditional independence tests cannot establish control when the covariance is caused by a variable not included
in the set



a model� For example� the ic algorithm see ���� uses features of conditional independence to
hypothesize the direction of a causal in�uence�

Let Ii� j j x� denote the independence of i and j given a variable x� and let Ii� j j ��
denote the independence of i and j given some other variable�� Then� for three variables
a� b and c� when Ia� c j �� is true� and all of Ia� b j ��� Ic� b j �� and Ia� c j b� are
false� we have the con�guration a� b� c�

In other words� we expect there are links between a and b and between c and b� but not between
a and c� In addition� we know that b does not separate� or render independent� variables a and c�
This fact excludes three con�gurations� a� b� c� a� b� c� and a� b� c� leaving a� b� c
as the only possible con�guration� Thus� the statistic is used to induce the direction of the links
from this known property of conditional independence�

The process of causal induction is complicated further by the introduction of latent variables
into the model� A latent variable is one that is not included in the data� but has causal in�uence on
one or more variables that are included� Whenever the latent variable in�uences two other variables�
a causal induction algorithm may place a causal link between them when� in reality� there is no
causal in�uence� This behavior has been cited as a major argument against the possibility of causal
induction�

� FBD and FTC

fbd and ftc are two causal induction algorithms we have recently implemented� Both utilize a set
of statistical �lter conditions to remove links from the model being constructed�� fbd constructs a
model by applying the �lter conditions to select a set of predictors for each variable� ftc constructs
a model directly from the set of �ltered links by sorting them according to a precedence function
Sxi � xj�� In the current implementation� both algorithms are deterministic� neither performs
a search of the model space de�ned by the �ltered set of links� However� this avenue is open for
future research�

��� Filter Conditions

Both fbd and ftc rely on a set of methods for �ltering links from the set of possible links� Each of
these �lters is based on some statistic F xi � xj�� when the value of F xi � xj� falls outside of a
speci�c range� the link xi � xj is removed from the set of links that can be included in the model�

����� Linear Regression

The �rst set of �lters veri�es that the result of linear regression indicates a su�ciently strong� linear
relationship between variables xi and xj �

� For any predictee xj � xj is regressed on fx� � � �xj��� xj��
� � � xng� producing betas� f��j � � � ��j���j� ��j���j � � ��njg� Whenever any of these �ij are close to ��
lower than a threshold T� � the link xi � xj is discarded� In addition� the value of R�

j �
P

i��j rij�ij

�In truth� I�i� j j �� should denote the independence of i from j given any subset of the other variables In practice�
we often use only the subsets of size �

�clip�clasp ��� provides statistical support for fbd and ftc In fact� each algorithm can be run within clasp�s
Lisp	listener interface fbd and ftc are available as part of the clip�clasp package If interested� please contact
David Hart �dhart�csumassedu�

�Causal relationships need not be linear� however� ftc and fbd assume they are This drawback can often be
avoided by applying appropriate transformations to the data prior to running the algorithm

�



must be su�ciently high for each variable xj rij is the standardized correlation between xi and
xj�� R�

j measures the amount of variance in xj that is captured by the regression� When this is
low� below a threshold TR� � all links to xj are discarded� These �lters enforce Suppes� covariance
condition for a causal relationship�

����� The � Statistic

The primary contribution of the fbd and ftc algorithms is the introduction of the � statistic�

�ij �j
rij � �ij

rij
j�j 
�

�ij
rij

j

The � �lter discards a link xi � xj whenever �ij is larger than a preset threshold T��	 Because the
regression coe�cient� �ij � is computed with respect to other variables� �ij measures the fraction of
xi�s in�uence on xj that is not direct i�e� goes through other variables�� Thus� � is also a means of
enforcing Suppes� control condition� if xi�s direct in�uence on xj is a small percentage of its total
in�uence� the relationship between xi and xj is moderated by other variables�

It should be noted that the other variables used in the regression can be any subset of the
potential predictors� and the value of �ij may vary across subsets� In order to avoid the exponen�
tial� exhaustive search of these subsets� fbd and ftc start with the largest subset all potential
predictors� for the initial regression� Whenever further regressions are computed� xj is regressed
on all variables xi for which the link xi � xj has not been removed by the �lters� Our empirical
studies show that this approach provides excellent results while the algorithms remain polynomial
in complexity�


����� Other �lters

Many other measurements can be used to �lter links� Currently� the only other �lter used by fbd

and ftc is a test for simple conditional independence� similar to that used by the ic algorithm� In
this test� we compute the partial correlation coe�cient of xi and xj given some other variable xk
k �� i and k �� j�� If xk renders xi and xj independent� the partial correlation will be approximately
�� and we will discard the link between xi and xj � Like the � �lter� the conditional independence
�lter enforces the control condition� An experiment described below shows the di�erence between
the e�ects of these control conditions�

��� The fbd Algorithm

The fbd algorithm was our �rst attempt at building causal models utilizing these �lter conditions�
fbd is told which variable is the sink variable� y� and proceeds as follows�


� Enqueue y into an empty queue� Q�

�� Create M � an empty model with n nodes and no links� to build on�

�� While Q is not empty� do�

a� Dequeue a variable xj from Q

�We want the direct in�uence� �ij�rij � to be close to �� thus� �ij �j � � �ij�rij j should be near �
�The complexity of these algorithms is O�n��� where n is the number of variables Most of this is attributed to

the linear regressions� which have complexity O�n�� in our implementation

�



b� Find a set of predictors P � fxi j xi �� xj and xi � xj passes all �lter conditions and
xi � xj will not cause a cycleg

c� For each xi � P � add the link xi � xj into M

d� For each xi � P � Enqueue xi into Q

Our pilot experiments indicated that good performance can be achieved with this approach����
however� two signi�cant drawbacks were noted� The �rst is that we must provide fbd with knowl�
edge not usually provided to causal induction algorithms� the identity of the sink variable� Although
one expects algorithms perform better with additional knowledge� fbd does not work without it�
The second problem is an e�ect of the order in which variables are predicted� called premature
commitment� This problem surfaces in the following situation�

Suppose we decide that variable y has two predictors� xi and xj � After adding the links
xi � y and xj � y to the model� we proceed to put xi and xj onto the queue� in that
order� Now� suppose the true state of the world is that xi � xj � When we remove xi
from the queue and select its predictors� xj will be one of them�� Thus� fbd will insert
the link xj � xi into the model� which is incorrect�

These two drawbacks motivated the development of another causal induction algorithm� ftc�

��� The ftc Algorithm

ftc deals with the problems of fbd by inserting links into the model in order of precedence� rather
than in order of selection� Precedence is determined by a sorting function Sxi � xj�� Although
ftc does not completely resolve the premature commitment problem� it does signi�cantly reduce the
number of reversed links� while eliminating the need for additional knowledge� The ftc algorithm
is as follows�


� Let L � fxi � xj � i �� j� 
 � i � n� 
 � j � ng� i�e� L is the set of all potential links in a
model with n variables�

�� For each link xi � xj � L� test each �lter condition for xi � xj � If any condition fails�
remove xi � xj from L�

�� Sort the links remaining in L by some precedence function Sxi � xj��

�� Create M � an empty model with n nodes and no links� to build on�

�� While L is not empty� do�

a� Remove the link xi � xj � of the highest precedence� from L�

b� If xi � xj does not cause a cycle in M � add xi � xj to M � Otherwise� discard xi � xj �

The models constructed by this algorithm depend greatly on the statistic used as the precedence
function� For example� note that fbd is a special case of ftc� where the sort function is� Sxi �
xj� � �ij �Orderj� � n� where n is the number of variables� and

Orderj� �

�
n when j is the sink variable
maxxj�xkOrderk��� 
� otherwise

�This is true because the link from xi and xj guarantees the conditions of covariance and control� so all �lters will
be passed

�



So the links to the sink variable have the highest precedence n� � �ij�� and the predictors of
the sink variable will be rated by their respective betas nn � 
� � �ij�� In the next section� we
describe an experiment in which we tried several di�erent sorting statistics in order to determine
which would be an appropriate precedence function�

� Empirical Results

In spite of the simplicity of these algorithms� their empirical performance is very good� We compared
FBD and FTC with two other causal induction algorithms� ic��� and pc���� Both of these take a
least�commitment approach to causal induction� conservatively assigning direction to very few links
in order to avoid misinterpretation of potential latent in�uences� fbd and ftc� on the other hand�
commit to a direction in all cases�

��� Input to the Experiments

In these initial experiments� we worked with a set of 	� arti�cially generated data sets� �� data
sets for each of 	� �� and 
� variables� These were generated from the structural equations of 	�
randomly selected target models� The advantage of this approach is that the model constructed by
each algorithm can be evaluated against a known target�

The target models were constructed by randomly selecting m links from the set of potential
links L � fxi � xj j i �� jg� For each model of n variables� m is chosen from the range 
��n �

� � � ����n� 
�� thus the target models have an average branching factor between 
 and ��

As each link is selected� it is inserted into the target model� With probability ���� the link will
be a correlation link� indicating the presence of a latent variable�� Although neither fbd or ftc can
detect correlation links� their presence is critical if we are to believe the arti�cial data are similar
to real data�

Once the structure of each target model has been determined� the structural equations are
created for each dependent variable xj � For directed links xi � xj � a path coe�cient is randomly
selected from the range �
�� � � �
��� For correlation links� a latent variable lij is created these
variables are not included in the �nal data set�� and a path coe�cient is selected for the links
lij � xi and lij � xj �

Finally� the data are generated from the structural equations� For each independent and latent
variable� a set of �� data points are sampled from a Gaussian distribution with mean of � and
standard deviation of 
� Sample values for the dependent variables are computed from the structural
equations� and a Gaussian error term is added to each also with mean � and standard deviation

�� The resulting data set can now be used as input to the causal induction algorithms�

��� Evaluating the Output

To measure the performance of each causal induction algorithm� we use several types of evaluation�
each is intended to capture a di�erent aspect of the causal model�

The R� statistic measures the amount of variance that can be attributed to the predictors of
each variable� In theory� the best set of predictors for a variable will produce the highest possible
value of R�� thus� the strength of any predictor set can be evaluated through its R� value� When
evaluating model performance� the R� value of the dependent variable� called DependentR�� is of
primary interest� however� we also want to consider the other variables in the model� Speci�cally�

�This is called a correlation link because the latent variable induces a correlation between the variables

�



we compute a �R� score by computing the mean of the absolute di�erences in R� between the
dependent variables in the target model and the model being evaluated� ideally� this value will be
�� These measures indicate how well the model accounts for variance in each variable�

We also compare models directly to the target models from which the data were generated� We
are concerned with the percentage of the links directed� in the target model that were correctly
identi�ed Correct��� the ratio of wrong links found for every correct one Wrong�Correct��
the number of links that were identi�ed but had the wrong direction WrongReversed�� and the
number of links that were completely wrong WrongNotRev�� These measures indicate how close
the model is to the model that generated the data�

��� Evaluation of Sort Heuristics

In the �rst experiment� we wanted to determine an appropriate precedence function� Sxi � xj��
for the third step of the ftc algorithm� We compared several statistical measures� including �ij �
�ij � and R�

j � One additional set of trials used unrelated pseudo�random numbers to establish a
baseline for comparison� The results of this experiment are shown in Table 
�

Measure SortFunction �vars 
vars ��vars

DependentR� Random ���� � ����� ���� � ����� ���� � ��

�
�ij ���� � ����� ���� � ����� ���� � �����
�ij ���� � ����� ���� � ����� ���� � �����

R� ���� � ����� ���
 � ��
�� ���� � �����
�R� Random ���� � ����� ���
 � ����� ���� � �����

�ij ���� � ����� ���� � ����� ���� � �����

�ij ��
� � ����� ��

 � ����� ���� � �����
R� ���
 � ����� ���� � ����� ���� � �����

Correct� Random ���� � ����� ���
 � ����� ���� � �����

�ij ���� � ���
� ���� � ����� ��
� � �����
�ij ���� � ���
� ���� � ���
� ���� � �����
R� ���� � ����� ���� � ����� ���� � �����

Wrong�Correct Random ���
 � ����� ���� � ����� ���� � �����
�ij ���� � ����� ���� � ����� ���� � ���
�
�ij ���
 � ����� ���� � �
��� ���
 � �����

R� ��
� � ���
� ���
 � ����� ���� � �����
WrongReversed Random ���� � ����� ���� � ��

� �
�� � �
���

�ij ���� � ����� ���� � ��

� ���� � �����

�ij ���� � ����� ���� � �
��� 
��� � �����
R� ���� � ����� �
�� � ����� �
�� � ��
��

WrongNotRev� Random ���� � ����� ���� � ����� ���� � �����

�ij ���� � �
��� ���� � ��
�� ���� � ��
��
�ij ���� � �
��� �
�� � ����� ���� � �����
R� ���� � �
��� ���� � ����� �
�� � �����

Table 
� Means and Standard Deviations� of scores for several precedence functions

Overall� the best results are obtained with the R� statistic� In some sense� this is to be expected�
we would like to give precedence to the links that predict well predicted variables� Although it
seems as though more information about precedence could be obtained from pairs of variables� it
is possible to construct the correct model by ordering the variables rather than the links�

In addition� notice the low variance in theWrong Not Reversed category� This e�ect has a logical
explanation� since most of the wrong links are discarded by the �lter conditions� the di�erences
between these scores indicate links that were removed to avoid cycles�

	



��� Comparative Performance

Next� we compared each algorithm with another causal induction algorithm� fbd was compared
with the pc algorithm ���� which has the ability to deal with external constraints� such as knowledge
of the sink variable� ftc was compared to the ic algorithm� since neither uses external knowledge
about the data� The results follow�

Measure Algorithm �vars 
vars ��vars

DependentR� FBD� ���� � ����� ���� � ����� ���� � �����
PC� ���� � ��
�� ���� � ����� ���� � �����

�R� FBD� ���� � ����� ���� � ����� ���
 � �����

PC� ���� � ����� ���� � ����� ���� � �����
Correct� FBD� ���� � ����� ���� � ����� ���� � �����

PC� ���� � ����� ���� � ����� ���� � ���
�

Wrong�Correct FBD� ���� � ����� �
�� � ��
�� ��
� � �����
PC� ���� � ����� ���� � �
��� ���� � �����

WrongReversed FBD� ���� � ����� ���� � ����� ���� � �����

PC� ���� � ����� �
�� � ����� �
�� � �����
WrongNotRev� FBD� �
�� � ����� �
�� � �

�� 
��� � �����

PC� ���� � ����� ���� � ����� �
�� � �
���

Table �� Means and Standard Deviations� of scores using additional knowledge�

Measure Algorithm �vars 
vars ��vars
DependentR� FTC ���� � ����� ���
 � ��
�� ���� � �����

IC ���� � ���
� ���� � ����� ���� � �����
�R� FTC ���
 � ����� ���� � ����� ���� � �����

IC ���� � ����� ���� � ����� ���� � ��
��
Correct� FTC ���� � ����� ���� � ����� ���� � �����

IC ��
� � ���� ���� � ��
� ���� � ����
Wrong�Correct FTC ��
� � ���
� ���
 � ����� ���� � �����

IC ��� � �
��� ��� � ���� ��� �����

WrongReversed FTC ���� � ����� �
�� � ����� �
�� � ��
��
IC ��� � ���� ��� � ���� �� � ����

WrongNotRev� FTC ���� � �
��� ���� � ����� �
�� � �����

IC �� � ���� �� � ��
� �
 � ���

Table �� Means and Standard Deviations� of scores without additional knowledge�

These results show no unexpected di�erences between comparable algorithms� First� since fbd
and ftc are based on linear regression� better R� scores are expected for these algorithms� Second�
pc and ic assign direction to very few links� Since only directed links are included in the scores�
the di�erences in the Correct�� Wrong Reversed� and Wrong Not Reversed are to be expected�
fbd and ftc will �nd more correct links at the cost of �nding more incorrect links� Note that the
ratio Wrong�Correct is slightly better lower� for ftc than for ic� although this di�erence is not
statistically signi�cant�

��� The E�ects of the � Filter

We also wanted to determine if the � �lter is the key to the success of these algorithms� so we ran
fbd and ftc without this �lter condition� The results are shown below�

Again� there are no statistically signi�cant di�erences� so we cannot say that � is wholly re�
sponsible for the performance of fbd and ftc� There is� however� a de�nite e�ect on the models

�



Measure Algorithm �vars 
vars ��vars
DependentR� FBDwith ���� � ����� ���� � ����� ���� � �����

FBDwithout ���
 � ����� ���� � ����� ���� � �����

�R� FBDwith ���� � ����� ���� � ����� ���
 � �����
FBDwithout ���� � ����� ���
 � ����� ���� � ���
�

Correct� FBDwith ���� � ����� ���� � ����� ���� � �����

FBDwithout ��
� � ����� ��
� � ���
� ���� � �����
Wrong�Correct FBDwith ���� � ����� �
�� � ��
�� ��
� � �����

FBDwithout ���� � ����� ���
 � ����� ���� � �����

WrongReversed FBDwith ���� � ����� ���� � ����� ���� � �����
FBDwithout ���� � ���
� ���� � ����� ���� � �����

WrongNotRev� FBDwith �
�� � ����� �
�� � �

�� 
��� � �����
FBDwithout ���� � ����� ���� � ����� ����� � �����

Table �� Means and Standard Devations� of scores for fbd with and without � �ltering

that are constructed� notably� the number of wrong links decreases quite a bit while the number
of correct links decreases a little when � is used� Thus� we can say that � occasionally discards a
correct link� but more often it discards an incorrect link�

� Conclusions

Our empirical results show that � does remarkably well as a heuristic for selecting predictors� In
fact� it performs so well that very simple model construction algorithms achieve comparable quality
to models constructed by very sophisticated algorithms�

Admittedly� neither fbd nor ftc infers the presence of latent variables� which may be a signif�
icant drawback for some applications� However� other experiments have shown that both fbd and
ftc will often avoid predictors that are connected to the variables they predict via a common but
latent cause see �����

Finally� fbd and ftc are simple� polynomial�time algorithms that construct models without
searching the entire space of models� We believe it possible to obtain even better results while
maintaining this level of complexity by integrating these techniques with others�

Measure Algorithm �vars 
vars ��vars
DependentR� FTCwith ���� � ����� ���� � ����� ���� � �����

FTCwithout ���
 � ����� ��
� � ����� ���� � �����

�R� FTCwith ���� � ����� ���� � ����� ���� � �����
FTCwithout ���� � ����� ���� � ��
�� ���� � �����

Correct� FTCwith ���� � ����� ���� � ����� ���� � �����

FTCwithout ���� � ����� ��
� � ����� ���
 � �����
Wrong�Correct FTCwith ���� � ����� ��
� � ��
�� ���
 � �����

FTCwithout ���� � ����� ���� � ����� ���� � �����

WrongReversed FTCwith ���� � ����� ���� � ���
� ���� � �
���
FTCwithout ���� � ����� �
�� � ����� ���� � ���
�

WrongNotRev� FTCwith ���� � �
��� ���� � ����� ���� � ��
��

FTCwithout ���� � ����� ���� � �
��� ���� � �����
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